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Abstract
This paper presents a prediction of a giant magneto-impedance (GMI) effect on
Co-based amorphous ribbons using an artificial neural network (ANN) approach
based on a self-organizing feature map (SOFM). The input parameters included the
compositions of Fe and Co, ribbon width and magnetizing frequency. The output
parameter was the GMI effect. The results show that the proposed model can be used
for estimation of the GMI effect in the amorphous ribbons.
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Introduction
When a soft ferromagnetic conductor is subjected to an alternating current, a large change
in the complex impedance of the conductor can be achieved upon applying a magnetic
field. This phenomenon is known as the giant magneto-impedance (GMI) effect []. This
effect has received increasing attention for its potential applications in highly sensitive
magnetic sensors [].
The ANN is simply a class of mathematical algorithms, since a network can be regarded

essentially as a graphic notation for a large class of algorithms. Such algorithms produce
solutions to a number of specific problems [].
In this investigation, the GMI effects are modeled using self-organizing feature

map (SOFM) and previous experimental data [, ] of amorphous ribbons made from
CoFeSiB and Co.Fe.SiB alloys.

Experimental details
Self-organizing feature map (SOFM)
Self-organizing featuremaps (SOFM), also known as Kohonenmaps or topographicmaps,
were first introduced by von der Malsburg () and in its present form by Kohonen
(). SOFM is a special neural network that accepts N-dimensional input vectors and
maps them to the Kohonen layer, in which neurons are organized in an L-dimensional
lattice (grid) representing the feature space. Such a lattice characterizes a relative posi-
tion of neurons with regards to their neighbors, that is, their topological properties rather
than exact geometric locations. In practice, dimensionality of the feature space is often re-
stricted by its visualization aspect and typically is L = ,  or . The objective of the learn-
ing algorithm for the SOFM neural networks is formation of the feature map which cap-
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tures the essential characteristics of the N-dimensional input data and maps them on the
typically -D or -D feature space [].
During training, the weights are updated according to the formula:

wij(t + ) = wij(t) + η(t)(ui –wij)‖ui –wij‖N(j, t),

where wij and ui are the ith component of the weight vector wj of the neuron nj and the
pattern uk applied to the input layer respectively, η(t) is the learning rate and N(j, t) is
the neighborhood function which is changing in time. The learning algorithm captures
two essential aspects of themap formation, namely competition and cooperation between
neurons of the output lattice. Competition determines the winning neuron dwin, whose
weight vector is the one closest to the applied input vector. For this purpose, the input
vector u is compared with each weight vectorwj from the weight matrixW, and the index
of the winning neuron nwin is established considering the following formula:

nwin = argmin
∥
∥u –wj

∥
∥.

All neurons nj located in a topological neighborhood of the winning neurons nwin will
have their weights updated usually with strength N(j) related to their distance d(j) from
the winning neuron, where d(j) can be calculated using the formula

d(j) =
∥
∥pos(nj) – pos(nwin)

∥
∥,

where pos(·) is the position of the neuron in the lattice [].

SOFM training algorithm
. Assign small random values to weights wj = [wj,wj, . . . ,wnj];
. Choose a vector uk from the training set and apply it as input;
. Find the winning output node nwin by the following criterion:

nwin = argmin
j

∥
∥u –wj

∥
∥,

where ‖ · ‖ denotes the Euclidean norm and wj is the weight vector connecting input
nodes to the output node j;

. Adjust the weight vectors according to the following update formula:

wij(t + ) = wij(t) + η(t)(ui –wij)(ui –wij)N(j, t),

where wij is the ith component of the weight vector wj, η(t) is the learning rate and
N(j, t) is the neighborhood function;

. Repeat Steps  through  until no significant changes occur in the weights [].

Developed ANNmodel
Two different amorphous ribbons were used for the experimental verification of the pro-
posed model. A total of , input vectors were obtained from the amorphous ribbons
[, ]. The developed neural network, which has five input neurons, one output neuron,
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Figure 1 The developed ANN.

two hidden layers, nine and twelve neurons of hidden layers and full connectivity between
neurons, was shown in Figure . The input parameters were magnetizing field (H), ribbon
width (l), magnetizing frequency (f ), concentration of Co (Co%) and concentration of Fe
(Fe%). The output parameter was the GMI effect (GMI%). The number of hidden layers,
neurons in each hidden layer and training parameters were determined through trial and
error to be optimal. After several trials, a better result was obtained from the network
a four-layered network. In this network, the hyperbolic tangent function is used in the
hidden and output layers. The number of epochs was , for training.

Results and discussion
In this study an attempt was made to predict the GMI effect of Co-based amorphous rib-
bons (CoFeSiB and Co.Fe.SiB) using artificial neural networks. To achieve
this goal, magnetizing field (H), ribbon width (l), magnetizing frequency (f ), concen-
tration of Co (Co%) and concentration of Fe (Fe%) were used as the input of networks,
and GMI% data points were used as the output of these networks. Finally, network was
achieved with the least cross validation error for Co-based amorphous ribbons.
As it is indicated in Figure , the predictedGMI data points using neural networks follow

the experimental results in an appropriate manner. It is obvious that the predicted GMI%,
using neural networks and the experimental results, is found to be a perfect match for the
trained data.
Figure  shows the GMI effect obtained from the prediction model and experimental

data at .- MHz for CoFeSiB and Co.Fe.SiB amorphous ribbons which
have .- cm ribbon width. The GMI curves achieved from the ANN are in about %
agreement with the experimental ones.
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Figure 2 Plot of the measurement GMI% values versus the network output.

Figure 3 Comparisons of experimental data and predicted GMI effect in (a) Co70Fe5Si15B10 and (b)
Co70.4Fe4.6Si15B10 ribbons.

All the tested samples in the range of training data have significant correlation coef-
ficients. The ANN model was assessed with  mm width amorphous ribbons which are
outside the range of the training data. Figure  shows good agreement with the experi-
mental data; therefore, the ANN should be used for the prediction and modeling of GMI
values.
These results show that the proposed model is potentially useful for sensor designers in

predicting the GMI curves in cases when measurements may be time consuming.

Conclusions
In this study the proposedmodel was developed from experimental data for the Co-based
amorphous ribbons. This study demonstrates the applicability and feasibility of artificial
neural networkmodels to predict the GMI effect for CoFeSiB and Co.Fe.SiB

amorphous ribbons which have different ribbon width such as .,  and  mm and a fre-
quency range of .- MHz. The average correlation and prediction error were found to
be % and % for the tested amorphous ribbons, respectively. These results show that the
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Figure 4 The variation of predicted andmeasured values for (a) Co70Fe5Si15B10 and (b)
Co70.4Fe4.6Si15B10 amorphous ribbons.

predicted values of these ribbons are in good agreement with the measured ones. There-
fore, this model is appropriate for a researcher to evaluate the sensor performance before
manufacture.
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